Host FMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME TITAN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Cast of Characters

Paul Ambrose as CO Captain Matthew Loran
John Teasley as XO Commander John Teasley
Reuben Wilson as CTO Lieutenant Commander Scott Madson
Darlene Wise as TO Lieutenant Raine Benson
Kevin Geist as FCO Lieutenant Apollo Jadahn
Russ Hinsley as CSO Ensign Ryan Horn
Leonard Fletcher as CEO Lieutenant Commander Lars Fletcher
    AGM Dave Smith as Commander Lansing

Host CO_Loran says:
::Standing on his Bridge wondering what the Hell is going on::

XO-Teasley says:
::Scanning for Lansing::

TO_Benson says:
::Standing on the Bridge at tactical two, turns to the CTO:: CTO: I will go to security and take charge of the search teams, Sir.

CTO_Madson says:
::Standing at tactical one on the Bridge:: *XO* What is your position?

CEO_Fletcher says:
@::In Titania headed for Memory Alpha::

XO-Teasley says:
*CTO* Commander I am on deck 24 moving to deck 25.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::At the helm of Titan::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::At science one::

XO-Teasley says:
*TO* take teams and seal off the shuttle bays and transporters rooms.

CTO_Madson says:
*XO* Do you need assistance?

XO-Teasley says:
*CTO* Just have the teams comb the ship in every nook and hole.

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: Have you found anything that might interest us about that stolen ship yet?

TO_Benson says:
*XO* Aye, Sir.  ::Turns and walks into the turbolift::  Shuttlebay 1.  ::Taps COM badge:: *Security*  Have six security teams meet me in shuttlebay 1 on the double.

TO_Benson says:
<Security> *TO* Aye, Sir.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: Nothing, Sir but I am going over all the sensor logs to see if we missed anything.

CTO_Madson says:
*TO* If you don't mind, I'll lead 3 of those teams.  Two heads is better than one.  ::Steps into another turbolift::

XO-Teasley says:
::Starts scanning deck 25::

TO_Benson says:
*CTO* Aren't you needed on the Bridge, Sir?

Host CO_Loran says:
::Nods to CSO and turns to tactical one only to notice that neither officer is present::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Frowns:: Computer: What was Commander Lansing's location when internal sensors no longer could detect him?

TO_Benson says:
::Exits the turbolift and walks the corridor to the shuttlebay and enters, waiting for the security teams to arrive::

CTO_Madson says:
::Stops:: CO: Permission to join the TO and XO in the search for Lansing?

Host FMDave says:
<Computer> FCO: There is no record of a Commander Lansing on this ship.

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: I need you up here in case something else happens.  I also need you to look through what logs we have for Lansing.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Rubs chin:: Computer: Clarify something for me.  In the past 48-hours there has not been any humanoid life form aboard Titan that is not of the Titan's crew?

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Understood.  ::Resumes his post and quietly looks through the logs that include Lansing::

Host FMDave says:
ACTION: A priority one transmission comes in from Starfleet Command.

XO-Teasley says:
Computer: Any of your scans show temporal reading inside Titan?

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: We are receiving a transmission.

TO_Benson says:
::Taps the button on a PADD and begins to assign teams to the shuttle bays and transporter rooms.  Sees the security teams as they enter Shuttlebay 1::  Security Team: All right, Jameson take three men with you and cover Transporter Room 1.  Howard, take three men and cover Transporter Room 2.  Rich, you take three men and cover Shuttlebay 2.

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: Open a channel.

Host FMDave says:
<Computer> FCO: Negative.

CTO_Madson says:
::Looks up to see if there is any sort of bio-signature of Lansing that is still recorded into the data banks::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: It’s Starfleet Headquarters Priority One.  ::Opens a channel::

TO_Benson says:
Security: The rest of you cover Shuttlebay 1.  Keep your eyes peeled for Commander Lansing and inform me immediately of anything suspicious.  Move out!  ::Turns and exits the shuttlebay, grabbing her tricorder from her belt and flipping it open, activating the sensors.  Begins scanning for Commander Lansing::

CEO_Fletcher says:
@::Hears some engine disturbances and goes and fixes them so Titania is purring like a cat::

CTO_Madson says:
*XO* Mind scanning yourself quickly, and sending the readout to me?

FCO_Jadahn says:
Self: Interesting... ::Begins taking notes on a PADD::  Computer: Has anyone edited sensor logs within the last two hours?

TO_Benson says:
::Taps COM badge:: *CTO* Security teams stationed in shuttle bay’s one and two and transporter rooms one and two, Sir.  I am beginning my search for Commander. Lansing.

Host CO_Loran says:
COM: ADM: This is Captain Loran of the Titan, what is happening?

CTO_Madson says:
*TO* Well done.  Keep up the effort.

Host Admiral_Clayborne says:
Loran: Captain, we need Titan to go directly to the Madtion/Leopold Nebula and investigate reported subspace surges in the area.  Speed and time are critical.  You are to abandon your current assignment at once.

XO-Teasley says:
*CTO* One moment. ::Scans himself and sends it to the CTO::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::Thinks to self that the ship isn’t going anywhere fast::

CTO_Madson says:
::Looks through the XO's scans and attempts to find any abnormal readouts resulting from Lansing stunning him::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Frowns, thinking: I want my warp core!::

Host CO_Loran says:
COM: ADM: Understood, Admiral, but we cannot move out for a while, since our warp core was ejected by unknown circumstances.

XO-Teasley says:
::Scanning for temporal readings::

Host Admiral_Clayborne says:
COM: Loran: You lost your warp core?  Oh, never mind.  As I stated, time and speed are critical.  These subspace surges are interfering with commercial traffic in the area.  You're the only ship available, so get there as soon as possible.  Starfleet, out.

TO_Benson says:
::Continues down the corridor turning right at junction 34 Alpha, running continuous scans as she walks::

Host CO_Loran says:
COM: CEO: We need to get that warp core in place like yesterday, Commander.  We will stop here and install the core.

Host CO_Loran says:
FCO: Full stop.

CTO_Madson says:
::Opens up of a log of all registered phasers on the Titan and runs their energy signatures through the computer:: Computer: Computer, bring up all energy readouts on the Titan that do not match these energy signatures.  Update every second.  Record any signature that changes position over a 1-minute period and display the change.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Aye, Sir. ::Reverses engines, stopping Titan::

TO_Benson says:
::Continues along the corridor turning left at junction 34 Beta::

XO-Teasley says:
*CTO* I am heading down to deck 26.

CEO_Fletcher says:
@COM: CO: Coming in now.  ::Pilots Titania toward Titan::

TO_Benson says:
*CTO* I am heading down corridor 34 Beta, still no signs of Commander Lansing, Sir.  I am continuing with my search.

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: Is there a way to use those special sensors in the sensor pod to scan Titan?

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Frowns, digging through sensor logs::

CTO_Madson says:
*TO* Understood.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: I can make an attempt, Sir.

CEO_Fletcher says:
@COM: CO: Have someone transport the warp core to Main Engineering.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::Punches a few buttons::  CO: Sir I have tied the sensor array into internal sensors, we are ready to try.

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: Use cargo transporters and transport the warp core into its housing in Main Engineering.

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: Then let’s see what we can find.

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Understood.  ::Locks onto the core and transports it to the housing in Main Engineering::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::Pushes the button and starts the scan::  CO: Scanning, Sir.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Rubs at a mark on his console, hoping it's not a scratch::

CEO_Fletcher says:
@COM: CO: Prepare shuttlebay one, I'm coming in. ::Heads for the doors of Shuttlebay 1::

XO-Teasley says:
::Wonders what these scans will turn up::

Host CO_Loran says:
FCO: Open shuttlebay doors and bring our CEO in.

Host FMDave says:
ACTION: The sensors immediately detect a chronoton signature on deck 36 in Jeffries tube 3 near Main Engineering.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Aye.  ::Opens shuttlebay doors and engages shuttlebay tractor beams::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: I have something.

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: What is it?

XO-Teasley says:
*CTO* Any luck with the scans there?

CEO_Fletcher says:
@::Watches as the doors and the tractor beams engage and bring in the Titania to a smooth landing::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: Chronoton signature, Deck 36 Jeffries tube 3, near Main Engineering.

CTO_Madson says:
*XO* Deck 36, Junction 3, near Main Engineering.

XO-Teasley says:
*CTO* On it.  ::Runs back to deck 36 Jeffries Tube 3::

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: Pass that information along to our TO and XO and have at least 3 security teams meet there.

XO-Teasley says:
::Engages all environmental suit systems expect boots::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Exits the Titania after shutting it down and enabling command codes::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Heads for Main Engineering::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
*XO/TO* We have a chronoton signature deck 36 Jeffries tube 3 near Main Engineering.

XO-Teasley says:
::Gets onto deck 36 head towards Jeffries tube 3::

Host FMDave says:
ACTION: The warp core materializes in place.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Wonders if he should report all this to someone too::

XO-Teasley says:
::Takes his rifle and sets it for stun and gets it in his hands::

TO_Benson says:
*CSO* Understood, on my way.  ::Quickly ducks into a turbolift and taps COM badge:: Security: Send three security teams to Deck 36 Jeffries tube 3, on the double!  Computer: Computer, Deck 36 Jeffries tube 3.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Arrives in Main Engineering and has everyone secure the core and start getting the need systems hooked up to it::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: That signature is fading rapidly, Sir.

TO_Benson says:
<Security> *TO* Aye, Sir, dispatching teams now!  

XO-Teasley says:
::Takes of the panel and climbs in::

CEO_Fletcher says:
Computer: Restart warp core reintegration program.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
*XO* The signature is fading fast, Sir.

Host FMDave says:
ACTION: The computer begins the engine start up sequence.

Host CO_Loran says:
*CEO* You might want to hold on securing the core.  I think our vandal is near your position and I don't want him ejecting it again.

FCO_Jadahn says:
*CEO* Alert me when the warp core is at ready and your teams are finished, please.

XO-Teasley says:
*CSO* Almost there.  ::Closes in on Jeffries tube 3::

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CO* Aye, Sir.  Computer: Stop start up and put it on a 30-minute delay.

CEO_Fletcher says:
*FCO* You'll be waiting a while.

XO-Teasley says:
::Gets onto top of Jeffries tube 3::

TO_Benson says:
::Exits the turbolift and rushes across the corridor to a Jeffries tube hatch.  Taps in her security code as the security teams come running down the corridor to meet her.  Opens the hatch and climbs in crawling quickly::

XO-Teasley says:
::Phaser rifle ready::  *CSO* Confirm your scans.  ::Looking around and gets out the tricorder::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
*XO* The signature is gone.

FCO_Jadahn says:
*CEO* Understood, Sir.  Nice job on getting the warp core back, by the way.

TO_Benson says:
::Stops briefly to take a tricorder reading before turning left at the junction::

CEO_Fletcher says:
*FCO* Thank you.

XO-Teasley says:
*CSO* Drat, scan again but also look for cloaking.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: Running another scan, looking for unusual energy patterns as well.

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: I want him caught before we go to warp.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: Doing what I can, Sir.

XO-Teasley says:
::Wondering where he went::

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: With those chronoton emissions, can we teleport what could be inside it?

TO_Benson says:
::Continues to crawl through the tube until she exits at the junction and can stand up again. Takes another tricorder reading::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Gets a few ideas:: Computer: Are there any critical systems that have a direct connection to Jeffries tube 3 on deck 36?

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: Its possible, Sir.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: Nothing else coming in on scans, Sir.

XO-Teasley says:
::Disengages his suit and takes off the helmet::

Host CO_Loran says:
*TO* I want you to post security teams in and around ME while we get the core back online.

TO_Benson says:
::Taps COM badge:: *CTO* Benson to Bridge.  I am in Jeffries tube 3, junction 19 Alpha.  I am not picking up anything on my tricorder scans.

Host FMDave says:
<Computer> FCO: Negative

XO-Teasley says:
*CTO* I think he has left for now.

TO_Benson says:
*CO* Aye, Sir.  ::Motions for the teams with her to go0 to Main Engineering::

CTO_Madson says:
*TO* From what I have heard from the CSO there is no more positive scans coming in for now.

TO_Benson says:
*CTO* Acknowledged.  I will accompany my teams to Main Engineering, Sir.  ::Flips her tricorder shut and places it back into her belt.  Turns and climbs into the crawl space and heads to Main Engineering::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Wants to set a phaser to overload and throw it at the ship's computer::

Host CO_Loran says:
*CEO* I am having security teams posted in and around Main Engineering.  I want you to direct some of those members to critical systems that could eject the core.  We don't want the core being ejected again.

TO_Benson says:
::Crawls to the end of the crawl space and climbs out of the hatch, turning to shut it behind her.  Walks down the corridor to Main Engineering and enters, directing the teams to spread out::

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CO* Aye, Sir, as long as it doesn't become a war zone in here, okay.

XO-Teasley says:
::Decides to get back to the Bridge::

Host CO_Loran says:
<Computer>:  Is there any system on the ship that can disable all power, including emergency backups?

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Perhaps if we set up a field around Main Engineering?  Not really forcefield, but perhaps a field of reversing polarizations.  He couldn't see it, and might not think to scan for it, and if he passed through we might just detect him.

XO-Teasley says:
::Starts heading back to the Bridge::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Perks up at overhearing Commander Madson's idea::

Host FMDave says:
<Computer>: Affirmative, the Computer Core.

TO_Benson says:
::Approaches the CEO:: CEO: Sir, my teams are in place.  If they get in your way, just tell them to move, Sir.  ::Moves to a position against the bulkhead and stands, watching::

CEO_Fletcher says:
Computer: Restart reintegration program.

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: See if you can set it up.

Host CO_Loran says:
*XO* Take a security team to the computer core and investigate there.

Host FMDave says:
ACTION: The engine restart procedures begin again.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: I am focusing scans to all decks within 5 decks of the core.

XO-Teasley says:
*CO* Aye, Sir.  ::Starts to head to the computer core::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: I am increasing power to the scanners.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Works at his console, realigning engine controls::

XO-Teasley says:
*TO* Get a sec teams over to the computer core::

CEO_Fletcher says:
TO: All right, Lieutenant, I will.   ::Makes an announcement to all engineers:: Engineers: We have authority over security if they are in your way have them move, no matter the rank at this moment, don't abuse the privilege.

CTO_Madson says:
::Brings up the forcefield systems, and activates a very low reversing polarization power grid, normally invisible to the human eye::

TO_Benson says:
::Taps COM badge:: *XO* Acknowledged.  *Security* Benson to Security, dispatch two security teams to the main computer core.

TO_Benson says:
<Security> *TO* Acknowledged.

XO-Teasley says:
::Gets to the deck of the computer core::

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: That tachyon/chronoton beam that was used to detect the football heads, is it harmful to the crew on the Titan?

XO-Teasley says:
::Sees the security teams behind him::

Host FMDave says:
ACTION: The warp core is ready and online.

XO-Teasley says:
*CO* We are outside the computer core ready to go in.

CEO_Fletcher says:
*FCO* Warp is ready for you.

Host CO_Loran says:
*XO* Then do so and see if there is any tampering involved in there.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: It will be very damaging to the crew.

XO-Teasley says:
::Signals security to move in and joins them::

FCO_Jadahn says:
*CEO* Thank you.  I'm just finishing realigning engine control.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: Scans are showing clear.

Host CO_Loran says:
FCO:  Plot in a course to the Madtion/Leopold Nebula.

XO-Teasley says:
::Starts to look at the setup in the core::

Host FMDave says:
ACTION: Several internal sensors overload and go dead from the amount of focused power near the computer core.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Yes, Sir.  ::Plots course:: Ready to engage on your command.

Host FMDave says:
ACTION: The computer core is empty and appears normal.

CTO_Madson says:
CO: Sir, several of the internal sensors have overloaded and are now dead.

XO-Teasley says:
Crewmen: Start checking every chip and circuit.

Host CO_Loran says:
CTO: Where are those sensors located?

XO-Teasley says:
::Still has his phaser at the ready::

XO-Teasley says:
::Watches the crewmen dive into the panels and look at the controls::

CTO_Madson says:
CO: In the computer core.

Host CO_Loran says:
*XO* We just had sensors in the computer core blow, so, I would pay special attention in that area for someone hiding.

XO-Teasley says:
*CO* Aye, Sir. I could use an engineering team and another 2 security teams up here.

Host FMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE TITAN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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